
HOW MYTHS FROM DIFFERENT CULTURES INTERTWINE

Culture usually refers to the more attractive aspects of a society. Society on the other hand refers to the sociological
machinery â€“ how . those that believe that religion and political organization should be closely intertwined.

Smith, Huston. Is it from a sacred book, oral legend, or religious leaders? For a prompt, have them look at the
illustrations of the wrestling scene on the website Shakespeare Illustrated. For example, the Austrian scholar
Johann Georg von Hahn tried to identify a common structure underlying " Aryan " hero stories. Michael
Witzel. Myths, stories, legends, folklore, tall tales give valuable insights into how people perceive and think
about their world. The archetype of archetypes has been identified as the death-rebirth theme, connected with
the cycle of seasons and the organic cycle of human life and death. After all groups have performed their skits,
discuss with students which skits were most effective and why. Explain to the students that they will research
and write a word essay highlighting the similarities and differences between two of the creation myths. This
suggests that the Greeks, Romans, and Indians originated from a common ancestral culture, and that the names
Zeus , Jupiter , Dyaus and the Germanic Tiu cf. These archetypes are expressed in myths, religion, dreams,
private fantasies, as well as in works of literature. These are some important approaches to comparative
mythology. Mythological phylogenies constructed with mythemes clearly support low horizontal
transmissions borrowings , historical sometimes pre-historic diffusions and punctuated evolution. According
to this theory, these poetic descriptions had become distorted over time into seemingly diverse stories about
gods and heroes. In Hindu mythology the mother of Ganesh , Parvati , made Ganesh from clay and turned the
clay into flesh and blood. Comparative mythology has uncovered a number of parallels between the myths of
different cultures, including some very widespread recurring themes and plot elements. People are not born
with a "culture"; they learn "culture" through the process of enculturation. Have students perform their skits
for the class. The Egyptian god Osiris and the Mesopotamian god Tammuz are examples of the "dying god",
while the Greek myths of Adonis though a mortal has often been compared to Osiris and the myth of Dionysos
also features death and rebirth. The striking parallels between biological and mythological evolution [12]
allow the use of computational statistics to infer evolutionary relatedness and to build the most likely
phylogenetic tree for a mythological family. They argue that these stories reflect the different expressions of
the Oedipus complex in those cultures. Boston: Bedford-St. What factors might cause one group to develop a
supernatural explanation for human existence and natural phenomena different from another group? For
example, both the Babylonian Epic of Gilgamesh and the Hebrew Bible tell of a global flood that wiped out
humanity and of a man who saved the Earth's species by taking them aboard a boat. Creation or origin myths
explain how the world came to be in its present form, and often position "the cultural group telling the myth"
as the first people or the "true" people "Myth" 


